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Abstract 
Under the circumstance that sneaker market became more and more bigger. However, 
there is a perspective gap between domestic sneaker brands and foreign sneaker brands. 
In this work, I want to figure out the reason why consumer will have different choice 
when they purchase their sneakers by implicit cognitive. This paper make an IAT Test to 
find out the factors which lead to the difference between domestic and foreign sneaker 
brands. As a result, foreign sneaker brands’ implicit attitude is more positive than 
domestic ones, thus showing that there are still gaps in appearance, capacity, technology 
and so on. In this case, domestic companies will know what do consumers want and 
which field they need to improve in the future. Therefore, it can promote the progress of 
the domestic companies so that consumers can buy the shoes which they like in suitable 
price. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent years, people’s desires to purchase the sneakers are improving, the value of transaction 
of sneakers gets a new high, and also the attention to sneakers has researched a unprecedented 
level. Nonetheless, the turnover of domestic shoes brands and foreign shoes brands have 
obviously gap, there are many factors which cause this gap indirectly or directly. Factors like 
Technology, marketing, consumer psychology and so on lead to the gap between domestic and 
foreign brands. In consumer psychology, there are some stereotypes, such as poor qualities, 
ugly appearance, no product power and other reasons, and it has a negative impact on the 
development of the domestic shoes brands. In fact, since the start of the 2018 Li Ning fashion 
shows, many domestic brands had introduced some competitive products, whatever in the 
sport area and fashion area, or appearance and performance, they had already caught up with 
famous international brands like Nike, Adidas and so on. However, with the improving of the 
product power, performance and appearance, the cost of the shoes are increasing, thus showing 
that there are many issues like not enough inventories, high price and so on coming. It seems 
that the viewpoint of the consumer to domestic shoes brands is not improved. 
Under these circumstances, this research is based on economic psychology. I want to study 
consumer’s implicit attitude and stereotypes by mean of the implicit cognitive and find the 
implicit cognitive impacts on the development of the domestic shoes brands. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. The Concept of Implicit Cognitive 
Implicit and explicit is introduced in cognitive psychology used to refer to implicit and explicit 
attitude, stereotypes and self-esteem. Implicit cognitive is the concept that past experiences can 
influence present performance which is not actually remembered and unable to report or 
introspect. [1]. 
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Implicit cognitive is differ from explicit cognitive which can be test directly, it need to be tested 
indirectly, which means that researchers don’t tell the experimental subject what will happen 
in the experiment, and also they don’t need to do self-assessment. In the implicit cognitive 
experiment, indirectly test is necessary. However, neither the priming method nor the IAT test 
can guarantee that participants do not know their attitude and will be disturbed by other 
reasons. In American history, the USA usually used negative word to describe the black people 
so when people associate black people with negative words, they respond faster, thus indicating 
that why even black participants are had negative attitude toward black people. [2]. 
In (Greenwald, 1995), three implicit social cognitive phenomena are analyzed, namely attitude, 
self-esteem and stereotypes.[1]. 
2.1.1. Implicit Attitude 
Attitude means that people refer to the favorable or unfavorable attitude to special objects,such 
as human, places and policies.[1] Attitude as an "implicit, drive-producing response.", which 
means that it is hard to be recognized by themselves. [3]Now researches show that implicit 
attitude has a strong effect on human behavior, even though they don’t realize. Halo effect refers 
to a person passing an objective and unimportant view of a known value B, about the thing A 
(with a known value B) and is associated with the properties of the known value B, that the 
attitude towards B is implicit, but the attitude B affects the judgment of the thing A. For instance, 
the company will find the spokesperson who has characteristics they want. 
2.1.2. Implicit Self-Esteem 
In the past a few decades researches, when participants were required to evaluate themselves, 
almost people would give them a positive viewpoint on themselves. [1]. 
2.1.3. Stereotypes 
Stereotyping refers to the shared perception of a category of members and may have divergent 
opinions. Similar to the attitude, it is useful to some extent in implicit aspects. [1]. 

2.2. Implicit Association Test(IAT) 
The implicit association test measures the difference between two target concepts and one 
attribute. [4] When two target concepts are associated with one attribute, the respond time will 
be different. To be specific, if the concept A is more closely than the concept B for an attribute, 
the respond time of the concept A to the attribute will be less, namely the respond time of the 
concept B to the attribute will take more because they have conflict in cognitive. 
The implicit association test can inhabit the attitude which is participants want to hide. 
Nonetheless, the implicit association test would be interfered by external factors. [2] For 
example, in American history, America always uses negative words to describe the black people 
so that whatever black or white participants’ reaction time of the negative words to black 
people is short in America, and it is all about the external factors. People can guarantee that 
their implicit attitude will not change, when they are influenced by external factors, thus leading 
to the problems of the IAT test. 

2.3. Research on the Influence of the Implicit Cognitive on Consumer Behavior 
There was an experiment that talking about when people read a magazine which has 
advertisement beside the context, and also people didn’t pay any attention on the 
advertisement which means that the advertisement had no impact on their mind. However, 
these advertisements were still influenced on readers’ perspective to those brands.[5]. 
Another experiment shows that women’s implicit attitude about the high and low calorie foods. 
It is obvious that women have positive implicit attitude to the low calorie foods, which means 
that women’s purchasing preference is low calorie foods. Even though, some high calorie foods 
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are more delicious than the low one, women would have sense of guilt when they buy high 
calorie foods, thus showing that why they will choose the low calorie foods.[6]. 

2.4. Basic Hypothesis 
There is implicit cognitive in consumption area, and also it could be tested by implicit 
association test. 
When people choose sneaker brands(domestic, foreign), there were implicit cognitive in their 
mind. 
I want to analyze my topic whether there exists the separation of implicit attitude and explicit 
attitude among consumption by implicit attitude in implicit cognitive or not, which means 
domestic brands’ explicit attitude is positive, and the implicit attitude of the domestic brands is 
also positive. And if implicit cognitive play a the most important role when people purchase the 
shoes. 

3. Experiment 

3.1. Research Purpose 
To understand whether implicit attitude has influence on people choosing shoes, and whether 
there exists the separation of implicit attitude and explicit attitude or not. 

3.2. Research Hypothesis 
At first, implicit attitude can be tested by implicit association test when people choose sneaker 
shoes brands. 
And than, in the field of consumption, consumer have different performance between implicit 
attitude and explicit attitude. 
Explicit attitude will be influenced by external factors, such as personal motivation, stereotypes, 
product impact and so on. In implicit association test, it is hard for participants to realize their 
implicit attitude to change. To compared with explicit attitude, whether people are more 
depended on implicit attitude when they choose domestic or foreign brands. 

3.3. Research Objects and Steps 
My expected research subjects are 50% from students between 50% from 16-24 years old and 
adults which are working between 25-50 years old. 
The steps of experiment are: Every participant needs to finish implicit attitude test and explicit 
attitude questionnaire. In implicit attitude test, participants need to be familiar with target 
words at first, and then take the test. In explicit attitude questionnaire, participants will be 
required to fill out a explicit attitude questionnaire, and then the explicit attitude will be 
obtained. 

3.4. Research Method 
3.4.1. Explicit Attitude Questionnaire 
The questionnaire of explicit attitude measurement of foreign and domestic shoes brands 
includes the following questions: 1. The proportion of domestic and foreign sneaker owned at 
home (5 points agree/disagree scale :1= almost all domestic sneaker,5= almost all foreign 
sneaker) 2. Which brand of shoes do you prefer to wear? (5 points agree/disagree scales :1= 
Domestic brands,5= foreign brands) 3. 7-point semantic difference scale is used to measure 
eight bidirectional dimensions foreign and domestic sneaker brands: Good-Bad, High grade-
Low grade, fashionable-unfashionable, excellent performance-poor performance comfortable-
uncomfortable, old-young, high technology-low technology. And “1” means negative and “7” 
means positive. Finally, the explicit attitude scores of two were tested respectively. [7]. 
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3.4.2. Implicit Attitude Test 
In implicit attitude test, I choose Implicit Association test to test participants. IAT is an 
automated connection between two goal concepts and other attribute concepts. If two concepts 
are fused, their reaction is more easier, or it would be difficult. Attribute concepts includes 
positive word and negative word. Positive word: technology, cushion, advanced, lucky, safety 
and wrapping. Negative word: inferior, brick, ugly, low and doom. Goal concepts include 
domestic and foreign sneaker brands. Domestic sneaker brands include Li-Ning, ANTA, PEAK, 
361°and HONGXING ERKE. Foreign sneaker brands: NIKE, Adidas, Puma, Under Armour and 
Reebook.[7]. 
This experiment will be adopted Inquisit Lab software. If the domestic sneaker brands and 
positive word of the respond time is shorter, which means implicit attitude of domestic sneaker 
brands is positive, or the implicit attitude is negative. 

3.5. Expected Experiment 
Explicit attitude: in the case of a large enough base, the gap of explicit preference between 
domestic sneaker brands and foreign sneaker brands is not big because of the development of 
the domestic sneaker brands in recent years. Therefore, people would change their explicit 
attitude gradually. In other words, both goal concepts are positive, or foreign sneaker brands 
are slightly higher. 
Implicit attitude: compared with two kinds of brands, the reaction time difference between 
positive word and negative word for domestic brands is not big. Nonetheless, the reaction time 
of positive words for foreign will be much faster than negative ones. In expected questionnaire, 
there are more foreign brands’ shoes than domestic ones in consumer’s house. 

4. Discussion 

This research is explored the influence of the implicit attitude on consumer’s consumption 
propensity, and it shows that the consumers’ purchase preference for sneaker brands is 
influenced by implicit attitude. In the experiment, I used some specialized sneaker terms which 
makes the experiment more professional. On top of that, the whole IAT test is tested by 
computers, thus indicating that participants’ implicit attitude can be required, which shows the 
experimental reliability. However, there are still some disadvantages in this experiment. For 
example, this experiment didn’t actually implement so that it will be more convinced if this 
experiment can be tested. And also, the experiment could not be sure that whether the external 
factors will impact the result or not. Nevertheless, domestic sneaker brands can still find the 
problems in implicit attitude test and then find out the solutions. Therefore, starting from the 
perspective of implicit attitude, we will know what do consumer want to, such as high-tech 
technology, nice appearance and so on. Under this circumstance, domestic sneaker brands will 
have opportunity to catch up with foreign brands. 

5. Conclusion 

This research studies the influence of implicit cognitive on domestic sneaker brands and refers 
the relevant literature on implicit cognitive and the impact of the implicit attitude on 
consumer’s behavior. According to the experiment which is based on Dominika 
Madison&Greenwald (2004), I designed a test to explore the effect of the implicit attitude on 
sneaker brands and conclude that the most consumers’ explicit attitudes towards domestic and 
foreign shoes brands are not much different. Nonetheless, the implicit attitude of foreign brands 
is more positive than domestic ones, thus indicating that there is still a gap between domestic 
and foreign sneaker brands in appearance, technology and some other fields. In the future, 
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domestic sneaker brands can know their gap from the implicit attitude of consumers and then 
make continuous improvements to change the implicit attitude of consumers. 
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